·A new world (Initial Days)
When I first came to Chetana’s it was for my admission process. It went pretty smooth and
well. The administration staff was very supportive. As I am a non-resident of Mumbai they
were also very helpful for finding a place for me nearby college. The first few days were very
hectic, adjusting to the new life in Mumbai. Making new friends, getting to know the college
campus, it was very exciting and fun. Soon the class of MMS B became a whole big family,
and we shared a great bond.

·Environment & Life at the institute
Life at Chetana’s is simply awesome. This is not an exaggeration but an experience. The
schedule which made for the students is according to the industry standards. This helped in
managing my time in the company that I am currently working in. It’s a proper mix and
match of studies and fun.

·Guidance from the faculty
In Chetana’s we are blessed to have some of the best faculty members, in-house and visiting
as well. The faculty is very supportive and there is no student teacher barrier. It’s a very open
culture where students can voice their opinion without any hesitation.

·Industry Insights from Visiting Faculty
According to me the visiting faculty is the best part in Chetana’s. Teacher’s like Prof. Chetan
Kadam, Prof. R. P. Deshpande, Dr. Amit Rangnekar and many more who have helped the
students immensely for achieving their goals. They have a long history with Chetana’s and
their bonding has helped the students over the years.

·Learnings through Off-summers & Events
I did my off-summers in ‘Perfetti Van Melle’. It was an experience worth taking. For that I
want to thank Dr. Sunita Srivastav for her efforts. It gave all of us a very broad outlook for
the realities in business. I had an opportunity of being the Event Co-ordinator as well as a
CR. Every event was a roller coaster ride and had so much fun and learned a lot. I was the
Research Head for KCS which helped me bag a job in Market Research.
Chetana’s is a good institute for any aspirant who wants to grab opportunities and make the
most of it. Lastly I want to thank Chetana’s for making me who I am today & for giving me
the confidence to face the industry and extending an opportunity to prove myself in the
corporate world.

